About « Computing Sciences and Alliance for Minority Participation Program

Computing Sciences and Alliance for Minority Participation Program (CS/AMP) was developed to enhance and support the research fellowship partnerships between Texas A&M-Corpus Christi undergraduate students and faculty. Currently CS/AMP research fellows are funded under three grants:

↑ Click above for more information ↑
All undergraduate students are invited to participate as CS/AMP research fellows, working under a faculty mentor in their program of study/major. CS/AMP will offer students a chance to work on cutting edge research at Texas A&M-Corpus Christi—whether they would like to join in on already established research projects or pursue their own ideas.

CS/AMP research fellows will receive a **monthly stipend** during their entire time in the program. The fellows will also use the CS/AMP experiences to become familiar with the faculty at Texas A&M-Corpus Christi, learn about, and investigate areas of interest in their major. They will gain practical skills and knowledge that will apply to careers after graduation or as graduate students.

**Most importantly, they will become involved in exciting research at Texas A&M-Corpus Christi!**
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